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A Study of the Presence of Gunshot Residue in Pittsburgh Police Stations Using
SEM/EDX and LC-MS/MS

Leah Ali, BS*, 700 Forbes Avenue, Apt 610, Pittsburgh, PA 15219; Kyle Brown, Duquesne University, 600 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh,
PA 15282; and Stephanie J. Wetzel, PhD, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 600 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15282
After attending this presentation, attendees will be informed about a novel approach that was used in the investigation of the
aluminum stub.
This presentation will impact the forensic science community by investigating the presence of both inorganic and organic GSR
contamination in police stations and vehicles — something that has yet to be investigated. Several studies have shown that environmental
for both organic and inorganic GSR, this possibility of misinterpretation by environmental sources could potentially be eliminated,
A police station or vehicle contaminated with GSR could lead to arrested individuals testing positive for GSR even though they
onto the suspect prior to GSR sampling, it is necessary to create a baseline for the amount of GSR present in a police station or police
vehicle. The potential of police stations and vehicles being sources of secondary inorganic GSR contamination has be investigated
contamination has not been examined.
inorganic and organic secondary GSR contamination. Seventy-three samples were collected from four Pittsburgh police stations and
characteristic inorganic GSR, while non-crystalline particles containing various combinations of lead, antimony, and barium with

by a police vehicle or station onto a suspect. To test for the presence of organic GSR, these same 73 samples were then extracted with

2-nitrodiphenylamine. The limit of detection for each of the above compounds was found to be 0.53, 0.40, 1.18, 3.78, 2.33, and 2.33
nmol L-1
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